
FAMILY BUSINESS MEETING
Strengthen your marriage

Meet weekly1.
Life can get busy, but stay committed to meeting for 30 minutes weekly

3. Find a time that works for both of you
 

2. Just the two of you
 

4. Use "I feel" statements

5. Take notes throughout the week.

6. Use an agenda

7. Stay on time

8. Be positive

9. State your needs, wants, and expectations

10. Address your goals together

Blaming each other will do no good. Using "I feel" reduces conflict.

Nothing causes contention faster than speaking in the moment. Write  your
thoughts down in your notebook and table it for your FBM. Writing your thoughts
down will also help you remember important items that need to be discussed.  

Living with intention requires an agenda for you to stay on topic. 

Even though we want our spouse to read our minds, they can't. To feel fulfilled and
happy, you need to express clearly your needs, wants and expectations.

A good meeting is one that starts and ends on time. It shows respect for those that
attend.

Your marriage will thrive as you seek positivity and gratitude.

You will achieve more together in life as a team than you will alone. Part of living
with intention is focusing on your future and how you will accomplish these goals
together.

One person isn't in charge, you are a team, find a time that works for both of
your busy schedules.

When kids come into the picture, you'll be tempted to put off your Family
Business Meeting, but this is a time for the two of you to get on the same
page.

Thank you to Family Money Coaching for the use of this Family Business Meeting
outline. www.familymoneycoaching.org 
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NOTES FOR FAMILY BUSINESS MEETING DATE:

Meal Plan/Schedule

Budget/Finances

Tasks

Needs, Wants, Expectations

Date Night

Monthly Goals/ Review of Yearly Goal

Additional Notes


